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What do
Coffee, Rubber band Guns, and Being Stupid

Have in common?

How do they relate to innovation, data, CA
and

Ending Homelessness?
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What is 
A Culture of Innovation and Learning?
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“Environment that supports creative thinking and advances efforts to extract economic 

and social value from knowledge, and, in doing so, generates new or improved 

products, services or processes.”   MaRS

“When an organization can take insight from outside, share it rapidly 

inside, and turn it into action.”   Nigel Pain – “Workplace Learning”
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New & Improved
https://newandimproved.com/culture-change-program/

https://newandimproved.com/culture-change-program/


PEOPLE

Improving your innovation 

competencies and 

problem-solving 

leadership skills
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• Ongoing Training
• Leadership by example
• Accountability for innovation
• Trust
• Generation of radical ideas
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The “No” Kid



What is your mindset?
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Forced Connections
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3. On the back of your 
sheet, for each attribute, 
force one idea connection 
from that attribute to your 
challenge of developing CA.



Be curious

Be willing to ask the “crazy” questions
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PEOPLE
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Culture of Innovation and Learning Coordinated Access

Ongoing training at all levels, focused on strengthening 
capacity for creativity, collaboration, 
innovation

Community, champions, CAB, Stakeholders,
consumers, front line staff , board/CAB with appetite 
For hearing and allowing growth from challenges

Leadership by example, demonstrate support for 
innovation

Managers, ED’s, champions, are involved in all steps, 
not merely sending their go to’s. 

Leaders, managers, workforce are held
accountable to innovation-fostering behaviors

Create opportunities for ongoing feedback and ideas, 
Establish ability to voice frustrations if not heard

Trust your people Everyone has a voice, include and consider them

Stimulate generation of radical ideas
Break away from the status quo, think outside the box
purposely challenge current processes
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PROCESS

Improving processes and 

in-house innovation 

performance
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• Experimentation
• Facilitation
• Technology
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John Reilly
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Eight Failures Gone Right
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Penicillin Slinky

Post-it Notes Plastic

Saccharine Pacemaker
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https://www.nonprofitsfailingforward.org/films

Failing Forward: On the Road to
Social Impact

https://www.nonprofitsfailingforward.org/films
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PROCESS
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Innovation Ecosystem Coordinated Access

Experimentation

Within best practice, fund and/or support the ability
to experiment, don’t be afraid to fail, encourage 
Failure, celebrate failure, 

Facilitation

Identify stakeholders, champions, and participating 
organizations, form committees to experiment in
different areas, regular meetings to discuss and retry

Technology

HIFIS/HMIS, data collection mechanisms, etc that 
Allow for planning, collecting, and reporting on
Ideation, problem solving, innovation



POLICY

Developing an innovation 

strategy and measurement 

tools to continuously 

improve innovation 

culture across the system
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• Strategy
• Measurement
• Governance



Strategy

Measurement

Governance

Change
Package’s



• Gained a passion related to my challenge
• Obtained baseline data
• Took stock of resources and my abilities
• Set some goals and guidelines
• Considered multiple plans, got creative
• Put a plan in motion
• Tracked inflow and outflow
• Made adjustments as I went
• Set backs did not stop me
• 42 lbs in 2.5 months. 

The Bowling Ball Guy



Strategy

Measurement

Governance

Change
Package’s
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Uri Hasson neuroscientist based at Princeton University

Neural Coupling

• Increases empathy
• More rapidly form relationships
• Larger scale engagement
• Keep our attention
• Motivate
• Brain syncing

http://www.hassonlab.com/
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Data Needs a Storyteller

• Share story fully – 3 Acts
• Current reality
• Tension/conflict, the messy part, what’s broken or is changed in the data
• Point of view – action you want people to take and what is at stake if they 

don’t?
• Understand who the humans are, who is driving the numbers and 

communicate with them in a way that helps change the numbers in the future. 
Who or what is the hero and the adversary/villain?



My Lethbridge Experience
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What happens when the numbers look great but your consumers
are unhappy?



Strategy

Measurement

Governance

Change
Package’s



POLICY
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Culture of Innovation and Learning Coordinated Access

Strategy

Understand the overall goal, what you must, and 
intend to offer, BNL/CA best practice, and how you 
can be creative within that. 

Measurement
HIFIS/HMIS, BFZ-C/TTA Change Packages, where you
are, where you are going, where you want to be

Governance
Governance model, leadership body, how system is 
Monitored, facilitation of innovative approaches 

Trust your people Everyone has a voice

Stimulate generation of radical ideas Break away from the status quo, think 

outside the box and be willing to try



CLIMATE

Creating a collaborative 

and supportive 

environment for 

innovation
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• Environment
• Focus
• Exploration



Actual Meetings
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Determine Key Groups and Champions
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Service/System Mapping

Identify/Recruit Champions

Solidify Partnerships & Vision
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Cross Pollination of Ideas
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“The benefits of space technology for dentists”

“A well-known effect in breakfast cereal helps physicists 

understand the universe”

“The art of copying: Scientists tell us that even copying 

mistakes can be good”

“Parkinson’s drug offers insight into helping cocaine users 

kick habit”

“Blind inventors revolutionize computer access”

http://www.physorg.com/news/2010-10-benefits-space-technology-dentists.html
http://www.physorg.com/news203275105.html
http://www.physorg.com/news190014520.html
http://www.physorg.com/news195157325.html
http://www.physorg.com/news205490136.html


Exploration
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“The key to walking in stupid is 

not to assume that you know 

anything. If you come into a 

project and act dumb, you’re 

much more likely to get to a new 

solution. Whereas if you come in 

as if you know everything, then 

you’ll be constrained by what 

convention is and what you 

already know”.

Stuart Smith: Wieden + Kennedy in New York



• More productive meetings
• Fund opportunities for training 

and improving creativity skills
• Narrow your focus

• Celebrate the failures
• “I _____ed up!” meetings

• Review the data and develop 
stories that go with it. 

• Discuss how to write the stories 
differently if needed. 
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CLIMATE
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Culture of Innovation and Learning Coordinated Access

Environment
Creative leadership and CAB meetings with innovation 
focus

Focus
Provider participation tool, service mapping, recruiting
champions, establishing committees and groups

Exploration

Regular system review and monitoring, trial and error, 
Understanding the data and the stories associated,
challenge the status quo

Trust your people Everyone has a voice

Stimulate generation of radical ideas Break away from the status quo, think 

outside the box and be willing to try
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Evan F. Sinar, Ph.D. Richard S. Wellins, Ph.D. Chris Pacione
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Thank You

@endinghomelessness

@CAEHomelessness

@CAEH_TTA

Wally Czech, Director of Training

(403) 894-5565

wally@caeh.ca

training.caeh.ca

@CAEHomelessness

Canadian Alliance to End Homelessness


